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Zarafa means charming or lovely one in Arabic. It was also the name of a giraffe who was a present from the king of Egypt to the king of France. In order to get from Egypt to France, Zarafa had to travel on camels, boats, and even walk the last five hundred miles of the journey. Throughout it Zarafa was sweet and good tempered and everyone loved her, especially the King of France. French citizens came to visit her by the thousands at the zoo in Paris until her death in 1845.

St. George brings the true story of Zarafa to life in this readable, brightly illustrated picture book. She stays true to the facts of the real life story, but at the same time brings it to a fun and interesting level for young readers. Spencer's watercolor, gouache and ink illustrations are lively and bright. He uses bright colors for the African scenes and more subdued ones for the European scenes, symbolizing the distance that Zarafa travels as well as helping the reader to understand how different and exciting Zarafa must have appeared to the French people who had never seen anything like her.